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Abstract
Continuous Data Protection or CDP is a method for captur-
ing all changes occurring to a storage device, allowing fine
granularity restore of objects from crash consistent images.
In this paper we introduce a method for creating a virtual
image of a block storage device,using a CDP journal log and
an image of the device at one point in time. The creation of
the disk image for any point in time is created on demand.
The creation algorithm is very efficient and takes only a few
minutes for multiple TeraBytes of changes. The algorithm
for creating the image can be formalized as a map/reduce
algorithm and can be parallelized easily over multiple ma-
chines to reduce the creation time. The creation on demand
of the virtual image allows a much more efficient handling
of the data inside the journal of the CDP and allows the use
of CDPs for enterprise class applications.

1. Introduction
Continuous data protection (CDP) is a feature which allows
the system to role back a given data set or the entire data
to its state in any given point in time. The creation of snap-
shots of data sets, i.e., frozen in time copies of a dataset as
it existed at some given time have been present in enterprise
level (mainframe) storage systems since the 90’s [1]. How-
ever, the resources needed to support multiple snapshots of
the same data set increase with the number of points in time.
This means that this method cannot scale to provide contin-
uous rolling back to any point in time.

There are multiple recovery use cases for which the user
may use a CDP. One major use case is single object recovery.
A single object may be a single file or a single email. To
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recover the single object, a virtual image of the point in time
state is created and the file system containing the desired
object is mounted to access the image. Once the host can
access the file system on the logical unit (LU) at the time
before the object was lost or corrupted, the object can be
restored and copied to the production environment.

Another use case is Disaster Recovery (DR) testing. The
user may want to test an image to see if an application can
recover from the specific image. To test such a hypothesis,
the system may create a virtual image of the point in time
that the user wishes to test and the user may run his hosts
and test the image. One major example is the VmWare site
recovery manager (SRM) which allows a full DR test of a
replicated virtual environment, [16].

One more use case is fail-over. Usually users fail-over
using a replica LU. One option is to roll the journal to the
point in time that the user requested, and allow the user to
directly access the logical unit. The main issue with this
approach is that rolling to an old image may take significant
amounts of time. Using the virtual image of the volume, the
user may access the image immediately.

In the present paper we describe an efficient implemen-
tation of CDP that is widely used by thousands of enter-
prise customers, allowing fine granular recovery of objects
and storage devices. This is the first commercially available
implementation of a CDP. Our method is to create a full copy
of the original volume and a journal of the changes. The full
copy requires more data but if the journal is long lived, the
journal size is more significant than the full copy. The full
copy along with the CDP journal may be stored at a remote
site allowing replication integrated with continuous data pro-
tection and disaster recovery. In cases where the full copy is
stored at the local array, it may be stored as an efficient snap-
shot allowing space savings.

Access to a point in time is done by building a virtual
image of the block device being protected by using pointers
to either the journal or the copy of the volume. Building the
point in time is done in an efficient way, on demand, and re-
quires no resources during the normal mode of access. The
system allows the creation of a virtual point in time both
for single object recovery (e.g. recovery of a single file or
a single mail box), or for full fail-over to a previous point
in time. The system allows full restore of the virtual image
in the replica storage device while users access the point



in time image, the system rolls the changes from the jour-
nal to the replica volume and once rolling is complete the
system allows users to directly access the replica volume.
Our system allows rolling of the data from a journal to the
replica device, while users have real time access to the de-
vice. Once the rolling of the image completes, the user hosts
access the replica device directly, or though a copy on first
write mechanism. The CDP has been implemented commer-
cially as part of the EMC RecoverPoint data replication and
protection system.

The next section presents some background on the CDP
system, and the management of the journal.

Section 3 discusses the method and algorithms for cre-
ation of the virtual image of the disk.

Section 4 describes some performance analysis of both
creation of the virtual disk image and access to the virtual
disk image.

Section 5 summarizes our main conclusions and dis-
cusses future work.

2. Description of a network based,
continuous data replication solution

In this section we describe Recover-Point, which is an ex-
ample of a network based continuous data protection and
replication scheme. The replication system is composed of
two pieces, A splitter and a data protection appliance.

The splitter, intercepts the I/O arriving at the data path,
and mirrors the I/O to both the network data protection appli-
ance, and the original storage target. The splitter is installed
either at the replicated host, or inside a fabric switch, or in
a storage array. The splitter can intercept data operations at
several logical levels. The system implements a splitter for
replication of block level devices which intercepts I/O at the
SCSI layer.

The data protection appliance is a physical or virtual ap-
pliance, which exposes a SCSI target. It receives I/O coming
from a splitter and replicates them over a WAN to a data
protection appliance at the replica site. The replication ap-
pliance at the replica site manages the remote copy.

The replica data protection appliance manages a journal
of the data at the replica site as well as a full copy of the data.

The network based replication system, allows creation
of consistency groups consisting of several volumes. Since
several splitters can send the I/O operations to the same data
protection appliance, write order fidelity can be achieved
between volumes from separate storage arrays at a single
data protection appliance.

The journal is a log containing the sequence of changes
that happened to each of the volumes in the consistency
group. There are two streams of data in the journal, a redo
log, containing changes which occurred to the production
volume and not yet applied to the replica volume, and an

undo log containing a list of changes which undoes the latest
changes in the replica volumes.
Each entry in a journal contains, apart from the I/O data
itself, the following I/O meta data:

1) A volume ID.
2) The I/O block offset within the volume.
3) The I/O length.
4) A Time stamp of the I/O.

The meta data and the data of the journal are stored in differ-
ent streams. The fast creation of a point in time image of a
volume is based on the creation of the image using only the
meta data of the changes which occurred in the volume. The
meta data in the journal also contains information whether
the point in time after the write, described by the meta data,
is consistent. It may also contain some user created strings
describing the point in time, e.g., a bookmark. The user may
create a bookmark whenever desired, each bookmark is a
consistent point in time. If the user desires to create an ap-
plication consistent point in time, the user needs to put the
application in a consistent mode such as Oracle hot backup
mode or Microsoft VSS, and request the system to create a
bookmark while the application is in the consistent mode.
Creation of a bookmark is just a logical procedure which
adds messages with the bookmark info into the I/O stream,
and thus bookmark creation typically takes less than a mil-
lisecond.

The journal is managed in the following way:
1) An I/O arrives at the replica site, and is written to the

replica redo log. The I/Os at the replica may be cached and
there is no need to flush every I/O upon arrival.

2) A batch of I/Os is read from the redo log.
3) Undo of the batch of I/Os read at step 2 is read from

the replica volume.
4) The undo information read at step 3 is flushed to the

undo log.
5) I/Os freed at step 2 are flushed to the replica volumes.
some implementations may discard the first two steps

of journal management and use only an undo log. In this
case, the journal management is a simple copy on write
implementation. The advantages of first flushing the I/Os to
a redo log is the sequential character of the log I/Os which
allows handling of significantly higher bursts of data.

Creating an undo log only, is possible without having
a full replica copy of the volume, but has impact on the
production response time as each write operation results in
an additional read operation at the production volume.

One major advantage of using a redo log is that replica-
tion of production volumes may continue while the user ac-
cesses a point in time. New I/Os which arrive are flushed to
the redo log. We also implemented compression at the jour-
nal level, since writes to the journal are sequential keeping
data compressed in the journal does not cause major align-
ment issues and can typically save



3. Algorithms for creation of a virtual image
The user can select a point in time for either recovery of a
single object or for a complete fail-over of the environment.
once the user chooses the image he wishes to access, the
system will build the requested image and allow the hosts
to access the logical unit (LU) containing the object. The
LU is exposed with the data it had at the point in time the
user requested. the next subsection describes how the image
is created using a map/reduce type algorithm. Unlike other
continuous data protection systems, the image is created on
demand. During normal operation, the behavior is similar to
copy on write snapshots.

3.1 Building the virtual image
In order to present the user meta data an image of the LU
at the time the user created, the system must create a data
structure which answers the following query:

Given an offset and a length, where are the relevant
blocks located?

If the location was referenced in the undo area of the
journal, the query must point to the earliest location in the
undo log where the region has changed. If the region has not
changed, the data in the replica LU is the correct one.

The data structure is created in the following way:
The relevant areas of the journal’s undo log are sorted

according to offset. The relevant entries in the undo log are
all entries which are newer than the point in time the user
requested. A filter is applied and only the oldest version
for each offset is kept. The sorted entries of the image are
written to a special log device meta data log device. The
meta data log device is a list of sorted entries, each entry has
the following content:

1. The start offset in the LU which the entry describes (8
bytes).

2. The number of blocks the entry describes (4 bytes).
3. The offset in the undo journal which the entry de-

scribes (8 bytes).
The entries are sorted according to their offset in the

logical unit. In order to allow fast random access to entries
in the meta data log device the system also creates a table of
contents to allow fast searching of the meta data log device,
the table of contents is small enough so that the system can
hold the pointer table in the memory. The access table is a
mapping between the offset in the logical unit and the offset
in the meta data log device. The table allows fast finding of
offsets in the meta log device. The data structure holding the
virtual device structure is illustrated in figure 1.

Creation of the data structure can be formalized as a map
reduce algorithm using the following formulation:

Each mapper gets a portion of the undo log meta data
stream, and maps each entry to a reducer based on the start-
ing offsets the entry covers. The volume is divided into

Figure 1. data structure of the virtual device.

ranges of constant sizes (say 1MB), and the mapping func-
tion maps each entry according to the range of the I/O de-
scribed in the meta data. Entries which cover multiple ranges
are split. The reducer receives the list of entries and finds the
entry which is oldest (i.e. the entry which has the smallest
pointer in the undo stream).

function MAP(RedoLogStartPtr,Len)
for each entry ∈ RedoLogPortion do

if entryRange covers multiple ranges then
split entry

end if
emit (entryRange ,entry,RedoLogPtr)

end for
end function

function REDUCE(entryOffsetRange,entry,RedoLogPtr)
for each offset ∈ entryOffsetRange do

Ptr⇐min(RedoLogPtr)
filter entry potrion for which Ptr is minimal
emit (entry,Ptr)

end for
end function
figure 2 illustrates how the map/reduce algorithm works

on the undo log data. In our implementation we implemented
the algorithm on a single computer, but utilizing multiple
cores. The algorithms can be easily implemented using mul-
tiple nodes for even higher performance.

3.2 Accessing the virtual image
The system exposes the virtual images of the logical unit
using the original SCSI identity of the logical unit. We con-
sider implementing the logical unit exposure using a differ-
ent identity, thus allowing access to multiple points in time
of the volume simultaneously. Since the original SCSI iden-
tity of the logical unit is exposed to the host, the splitter
needs to be aware that the volume is currently being vir-
tualized to a previous point in time. When an I/O request
is intercepted by the splitter and the splitter identifies that



Figure 2. Description of the map reduce algorithm.

the I/O is to a volume being in a virtual access mode, the
I/O is redirected by the splitter to the replication appliance
and not to the original logical unit that the host is configured
to see. The replication appliance then uses the virtual image
data structure described in the previous sub section to handle
read commands.

When the splitter is hosted inside a storage array, the sit-
uation is a bit more complex because of some locking mech-
anisms that the storage arrays utilizes. However, to simplify
our discussion, we may at first assume that the splitter is in-
stalled at a host and thus all I/Os directed to a logical unit
in virtual access mode, are redirected to the replication ap-
pliance. When reading data from a virtualized point in time,
parts of the data may still be stored on the original volume,
while part of the data is written in the journal. When the
splitter is installed inside a storage array and a read directed
to the original device is intercepted, the appliance will not be
able to read directly from the original volume since the stor-
age system is locking the location which is currently being
read. In such cases the splitter installed in the storage array
will read the data stored at the storage array, it will send the
current data stored in the storage to the replication appliance,
which will add the changes to the data which are stored in
the journal and return the correct read data for the point in
time to the storage.

Writes are handled in a very efficient way. The writes are
redirected to a special log device, the virtual access redo
log device, and a mapping is kept to know which locations
should be served from the log device and which should be
served from the original device. Since virtual access is a
temporary mode (the user will either recover a single item,
or will do a short DR test, or will roll the image), writes
are simply written sequentially to the log device. If a write
occurs again to the same location it will still be written to the
end of the redo log, hence the entire process is composed of
sequential writing.

Read handling is a little bit more complicated. When a
read command is intercepted at the replication appliance,

first the write log snapshot mechanism is consulted. If the
read is to a location which was overwritten after the virtual
image was created, the data structure holding the mapping
to the virtual access redo log will notify where in the redo
log the data is held. The read will be answered from the data
within the redo log. If the data is not in the redo log, the
data is either in the system undo log or it is in the original
volume. The access table is consulted, using the access table
the system reads the relevant entries from the meta data log
device, if a pointer to the location in the undo log, which
contains data for the offsets read, is found in the meta data
log device, data is read from the undo log otherwise data
is read directly from the volume. Optimizations of caching
read data may be applied to improve the performance of
accessing the virtual volume.

Our system allows rolling of the data from an undo log
and the virtual access redo log device, while users access
the replica volume is virtual image access mode. Once the
rolling of the image completes, the splitter stops redirecting
the I/Os to the replication appliance, and directs reads to
the original replica volumes. Writes may still redirected to
the replication appliance so the replication appliance may
handle them in a copy on first write manner. The rolling
process reads the data from the undo log and applies the data
to the replica volume. The pointer in the data structure are
being updated to understand a location may have transfered
from the undo log to the volume. Once the system finishes
transferring the undo log data to the replica volume, the
system starts moving data from the virtual access redo log
device to the replica volume. When all data is moved to
the replica volume the splitter changes the redirection of the
I/Os.

When the splitter is installed inside a storage array, there
need to be differentiation between I/Os arriving from a repli-
cation appliance and IOs arriving from a user host. The split-
ter gets an indication on the initiator type for each I/O, and
writes arriving from the replication appliance are directed to
the replica volume and not split. This is done to allow the
update of the replica volume to the point in time accessed by
the user so that the user will be able to fail-over to the the
device and write and read to it directly.

4. Experimental results
4.1 Experimental setup
For hardware, we used a RecoverPoint GEN4 data pro-
tection appliances The appliance has 8192MB of RAM,
2 quad core CPU a QLogic QLE2564 quad-port PCIe-to-
8Gbps Fibre Channel Adapter. The replication appliance
was connected to a CLARiiON CX4-480 storage array with
30 FibreChannel-attached disks, configured as 6 separate
RAID5, 4 + 1 RAID groups. We configured a consistency
group replicating 12 production volumes. The 12 production
volumes were created on 4 separate RAID5 4+1 groups, 3
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volumes were created on each RAID group. The journal was
striped over two volumes from two separate RAID groups.

4.2 Virtual image creation time
The Creation time of a virtual image depends on the amount
of meta data which represents the changes of the image. The
creation algorithm described above basically reads the meta
data, then writes it to multiple streams of data. Later, each
stream of data is read, filtered and sorted in memory and
then written to another stream. All I/O operations are highly
sequential and thus very efficient. The creation of a point in
time data structure requires two sequential read operations
and another two sequential write operations. Once the data
is read into memory it is sorted and filtered using a sort tree.
The running time is O(nlog(n)), where n is the amount of
meta data entries. Each meta data contains 32 bytes of data
(4 byte volume ID, 8 bytes volume offset,4 byte transaction
length, 8 byte time stamp and 8 byte pointer to the data in
journal which the meta data describes).

Sorting the entries using currently available CPU power is
less strenuous in comparison to the I/O load generated in the
process. Our current implementation is able to handle around
64MB of meta data per second (which generates around
256MB of I/Os per second). The creation time of the virtual
image also requires transforming the configuration changes
to the rest of the system and the splitters. This process might
take several additional seconds before the user may access
the volume. This means that the building of the virtual image
access data structure can process meta data at a rate of
roughly of 2M IOPS. It is important to note that the test were
made in a sterile environment, where all the application I/O
were pauses and no other activity except the activity of the
virtual image creation was allowed. In real environment the
storage array at the replica site would probably be loaded
with activity of multiple consistency groups being actively
replicated, and also replication for the consistency group
being tested for virtual access would continue in a non sterile
environment.
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Figure 3 describes the average number of I/O opera-
tions per second observed for over 500 customer applica-
tions from 20 different customers from multiple industries.
The graph describes the average amount of I/O for applica-
tions over multiple time windows, e.g. 1 minute window, 5
minute window, 10 minute window and 1 hour, two hours,
12 hours and a full day.

When looking at a specific time window, for example, an
open hour window, we look at the average activity for every
one hour period for each application and take the median of
these activity, the 95 and the 20 percentiles of the activity.
We present the average of the medians for all the appliances
for each time period, and this is the graph presented as the
middle graph of figure 3. For example, when looking at 1
minute windows, the average of the 95 percentile most active
minutes for all the applications is 1300 IOPS, while the
average of medians is roughly 40 I/O /sec. If we look at a
daily average we see that the difference between the average
median daily and the average peak daily activity is much
smaller, on a daily average there are around 40 IO/sec for the
median and around 70 IO/sec for the top 95 percent active
day.

Figure 4 describes the average amount of time the cre-
ation of the virtual access data structure takes. As can be
observed, building an image for a one day old point in time
takes on average about 3 seconds, which is practically imme-
diate, if we take into account that just booting the machine
would take a much more significant amount of time. The
creation time grows roughly linearly with the point in time
distance since the number of changes grows roughly linearly
with time.

Since averages can be very misleading, we also present
data specific to several randomly selected customers. We
chose randomly 5 customers from the 20 customers for
which the above analysis was done, for each customer we
chose the most active application which was replicated and
took the 95 percent most active period of time for each such
application. Figure 5 shows the amount of IOPS each cus-
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tomer had. For instance, the most active customer had almost
5000 IOPS on his most active application on the 95 percent
most active minute, and almost 1000IOPs on average per
second on a daily base. Figure 6 shows that even for such
a customer building the image of a point in time 24 hours
ago would take roughly 40 seconds. which is still a relativity
short period.

Even for extremely active applications which generate
20000 IOPS on average the system can create a virtual image
from 24 hours ago in roughly 10 minutes.

4.3 Access time
While building the virtual access data structure is relatively
fast, access is significantly slower than accessing volumes
directly. Write I/O access is relatively painless, since I/Os
are basically logged in the log device. since the appliances
are not battery backed up no write caching is allowed, thus
writes must be flushed immediately to the log device on the
storage. We have tested random read and random write per-
formance in our lab for several test cases. The results are
described in figure 6. We tested completely random read and
writes. Direct results are the performance when writing di-

rectly to the storage volumes. Since we wrote fully random
8KB I/Os and the back-end storage for the devices contained
only 2 separate RAID 5 groups, the IOPS are rather low. As
we can see the random writes directly to the storage vol-
umes reach around 1800IOPS and random reads to the vol-
ume achieve 1200IOPS. When accessing the system in vir-
tual access write I/Os become sequential to the disk, since
they are basically journaled sequentially, thus the write per-
formance reaches almost 7000 IOPs when the queue depth
of the writes is 16. The write performance is also not depen-
dent on the distance between the virtual image and the phys-
ical image (i.e. even if there are many changes in the virtual
access data structure the write performance is not affected).
Reads on the other hand are very dependent on the distance
between the virtual and current image of the volume. The
graph describing virtual random reads describes an access to
a virtual image close to the physical image, meaning the vir-
tual access data structure is almost empty. In such a case each
read translates to an access to the journal for checking where
the data exists, and then most of the time finding out the data
is in the original volume. The performance is degraded com-
pared to direct reads since there is an extra hop to the repli-
cation appliance, and also since we did not yet implement
a caching layer for the read meta data and thus there is an
extra read which can be avoided. As can be seen when we
send one I/O at a time we reach around 150IOPs compared
to 250 IOPS in direct access, and the ratio remains similar
when the queue depth is 16 and we reach around 1200 IOPS
directly and 750 IOPS through virtual access.

The long distance virtual read access graph shows a very
long distance point in time access, where most if not all of
the volume has changed. In this case since we limited our-
selves to 8KB random reads and writes, each read request
will most likely translate into two separate reads from the
journal, and since the system is drive bound the performance
degrades accordingly. We get around 100 IOPS when read-
ing single I/O at a time and reach around 550 IOPS at a
queue depth of 16.

4.4 Related work
There are several methods of implementing continuous data
protection systems. Some implementations of CDP systems
add CDP functionality to the production storage adding
snapshot like mechanisms to the storage array,[5] [6] [7].
In some implementations, only an undo log is implemented.
The full replica copy, together with the journal provides
a Continuous Data Protection (CDP) system, allowing the
user to access any point in time. Another example of a CDP
system, which differs substantially from the one we imple-
mented, is presented in [7]. A system which offers multiple
point in time views can also be found in [12]. CDP is an
extension of storage array snapshots, which were introduced
much earlier, but instead of allowing single point in time
CDP allows access to any point in time in the past. Snap-
shot mechanisms are presented at [14]. Our systems inte-
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grates replication with CDP, for more background on repli-
cation technologies see [15] Efficient asynchronous repli-
cation techniques are described at [4] and [3]. Replication
solutions are also used for allowing simultaneous access to a
distributed volume across multiple sites, and implementation
of such a geo-replicated system is described in [2] .

5. future work
Our testing of the access time for reads and write for vir-
tual image access were very limited. We did the tests in our
labs and tested two extreme scenarios, one scenarios where
most of the data is in the storage array, and another where
most data is split across two separate locations in the journal.
Write performance in virtual image access less dependent on
the IO patterns, and in fact in random access behaviors we
see significant performance improvements using virtual ac-
cess. Reads performance in virtual access heavily depend on
the access pattern as a single reads can be translated to mul-
tiple reads depending on the write access of the production
volume. Unfortunately we currently do not collect read in-
formation on our appliance. Getting read access pattern from
customers will allow us to simulate the behavior of reads in
the lab and provide a more accurate estimation for the per-
formance of read access, and to how many reads on average
on read really translates too. Since most of the customers
use the feature for single file recovery from point in time
the build performance is much more critical than the actual
read performance, in the future we can implement additional
caching layers for the data structure in order to achieve bet-
ter read performance. Since once the data structure is built
the access becomes similar to file systems like WAFL and
ZFS we do believe proper caching can achieve high perfor-
mance for read access as well. Another interesting research
is to journal using flash devices, since flash devices are very
high performing, virtual access to the data can perform in an
almost production like performance with flash device. An-
other research are is to integrate virtual access with array

snapshot, and allow the system to keep periodical array snap-
shots along with journals, since in such implementation the
journal can be significantly smaller the virtual access will
most likely read data from the snapshot. Such implementa-
tion will require more storage , since some of the changes
will be stored in both snapshot and journal. since the jour-
nal has sequential characteristics, it can be stored on lower
end devices like SATA disk, or even on a different cheaper
storage array since loss of the journal when integrated with
snapshot just means loss of the any point in time granularity.
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